
227/03 Open Questions



Continuous walks



1. Is there a graph with perfect state transfer

from a to b such that the sum of the eigenvalue

support of u /cru) is not zero?

If a c VCX)
,
the eigenvalue support of u is the set of

zews of the polynomial

x(X,7)

(, H , q(-a,t)

(Note that thezeros of this polynomial are all simple)



2) LetX be the graph obtained from X by adding two new

vertices
,
each adjacent to the same verkey a .

Find examples

of Y
,

with NIX
,
where there is perfect state

&
transfer between the two new vertices. Y

The two new vertices are strongly cospectral if

mult(o, X-a) = mult (o,X). (16 X=, then = 12 which does

admit perfect state transfer between the vertices of valency one.



3) Characterize the cubelike graphs with perfect state

transfer at time g.
Bernasoni, Godsil, Severine
I

We have characterizations for th and T
henne

,
Godsil



Severni has asked the following :

4) Characterize the cubic graphs with perfect state transfer

Severini proved that the 3-cube is the only periodic

cubic graph with perfect state transfer. Carxiv : 1001. 6074v2)

If
you solve this, you might be asked about graphs

with maximum valency three)



Noke that a vertex transitive graph with perfect

state transfer is necessarily periodic (so we know

What happens for vertex-transitive graphs).



5) Are there infinitely many graphs X whose

average mixing mabrix has rank two ?

Ihringer & Better have a graph on 64 vertices with

-k (y) =2,

My =↑



6) Is there a graph with uniform mixing which is not

regulara not a Cartesian power of Kiss

U (6) is flat



7) Is there uniform mixing on Ca ? On 25 :

not
Natalie Mullin proved the uniform mixing does

,
occur

on C (p primes when >7. The case 3 was ruled one

by Tamon et al; (3 does admit uniform mixing. Natalie

showed that
, Sy aside , no even cycle admits uniform mixing.



Two conjectures due to Mullin :

8) If a graph admits uniform mixing at time + then

it is a root ofunity.

9) If n75, no connected Cayley graph for 2nd admits

uniform mixing.



Natalie Mullin's Ph
.O. thesis and Hammering Zhan's

M . Math Chesis contain a lot of information about

uniform mixing .



10) Which subelike graphs admit uniform mixing

Among cubelike graphs with perfect state transfer

~at time t
,

which admit uniform mixing at time /a.

Thedcubes admit perfect state transfer at time He

and uniform mixing at time/4.



Discrete walks



you can find more information about discretewalks

in H. Zhan's Ph. 0· thesis (link on webpage). She helped draft

the next three questions.)



11) Find examples of perfect state transfer in

two-reflection walks U = <24- 1) /24-# where the initial

state does not lie in al(D).



1 Is there uniform mixing on the arcreversal walk,

starting on the state DeatBy

There is for Kn . No other examples are known.



Blu the short decomposition walk , is there an

initial state that has uniform average mixing. .



Quantum homomorphisms....



# Find a quantum isomorphism between two Hadamand

graphs .

1) Find a non-commuting quantum automorphism of a

Hadamard graph.



16) Characterize the local switchings that are quantum

antemorphisms/isomorphisms .

This is likely not a fair question . Butjust having more

examples would be interesting,



17) A quantum homomorphism P :X % is an

epimorphism if , for any two quantum homomorphisms

2
, 82, from Y to ,

if 2
,
8 = 2
,
0 then 8

,
2
2.

Characterize the quantum epimorphisms.

(For the classical case
, epimorphism - surjection)


